


DIVISION 8 deals in trading of architectural material and automation while simultaneously
providing fit-out solutions & services for the work space, domestic environments and hospitality.

Division 8 SARL aims to build the smart office spaces through the implementation the brands it
represents some in Lebanon and others across the MENA region while providing complete
engineering, management and installation services in addition to being one of two authorized
fabricators of Lutron shading systems across theMENA region.



Lutron; is the leader in the lighting

control industry and offers a wide

selection of energy saving dimmers,

lighting control and motorized shading
solutions







A65 partitioning system; is a pre-

engineered high-end glazed

partitions that could be either

supplied as standalone or integrated

within a proprietary ceiling and

flooring solutions.







Lualdi; is specialized in

custom interior glass

doors









Oddicini Operable Partitions; is

specialized in acoustic operable

partitions and offer a wide range of

elevated finished flooring solutions.





Fermacell: offers a unique, one board solution

combining high levels of fire resistance, acoustic

insulation and impact strength





RAM Metal Industries; is a global leader in design and

manufacturing, of ceiling and wall systems, shades control,

architectural elements and surface design patterns.













Oberflex; is the 

exclusive and only 

worldwide 

manufacturer of 

high pressure 

laminates with 

natural veneer 

facing that could be 

made into 3 different 

finishes and 9 

textures.





Obersound 5.5; is an innovative collection of perforated natural

wood laminated acoustic panels comprised of 25 patented

designs created by the firm 5.5 designers for Oberflex.







Tectonique 5.5; designed by

5.5 designers, the Tectonique

5.5 is an integrated design

approach to suspended ceiling

development with a completely

new and innovative designs that

provide unprecedented acoustic

solutions to architects and

interior designers





UNIFOR; a subsidiary of

the Molteni Group,

designs and manufactures

solutions, products and

furnishing systems for the

contemporary office.













Alea; is an Italian

manufacture of

customized office

furniture.







Kastel; is a 

manufacturer of 

various types of 

seating for offices, 

communities and 

the home.














